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Solo female guitar playing, beatboxing, singing, live looping, Rhyme Slaming, ONE WOMAN SHOW with

all original conscious lyrics and a brand new genre of music she likes to call Folktronic. Where urban

meets earth, electronic meets roots, you'll find LYNX. 5 MP3 Songs FOLK: like Ani, HIP-HOP/RAP: Trip

Hop Show all album songs: Lynx EP Songs Details: Born and raised in the mountains of Colorado, LYNX

has been playing music and performing since the age of 7. An innovator, breaking new ground on the

Jam Band Scene and beyond, LYNX takes urban hip hop and live looping technology to an unexpected

height fusing it with the acoustic soul of a prophet singing for justice. This 22 year olds determination to

get her unique crowd bumpin with beats and rhymes out of her heart and into the world have taken her

from Washington to So-Cal, The Colorado Rockies to Hawaii on tour and Jamming all the way with acts

like KANNAL, THE STRING CHEESE INCIDENT, HAMSA LILA, ZILLA, BASSNECTAR, KID BEYOND,

THAT ONE GUY and more. This Authentic and Unique Artist sculpts songs into dance grooves, hip hop

in to folktronic and back again with an array of Loopers, FX , guitars and a gorgeous singing voice. To top

it off the BEAT BOX (a vocal style with urban hip hop origins) flows to the pulse of the street and your feet

cant help but move! Main Stage performances at The High Sierra Music Festival, Earthdance, Hornings

Hideout, Joshua Tree, Lightning in a Bottle, Dreamtime and many more have earned her an underground

following across 7 states in and a producer and management/booking team. Taking aim at the summer of

2007 she is working on her new CD "LYNX" Due out in late September with tour to follow. This

one-woman show is Destined to reach the ears and hearts of music lovers world wide. If you dig  Ani

DiFranco, Keller Williams, Rahzel, or Michael Franti, you will dig LYNX!
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